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“Theater has changed since we moved into our current home in the 1980s - and so has our community. While it 

has served us well for four decades, our aging and inefficient complex limits the productions we stage, the plays 

we develop, and the kind of educational impact we create. With a new theater complex, Milwaukee Rep will 

ensure world-class theater remains in the heart of downtown Milwaukee for decades to come.” 

-Chad Bauman, executive director of Milwaukee Rep. 

 

In the 1980’s, The Milwaukee Repertory Theater (MKE REP) acquired the historic 1890/1900 Milwaukee Electric 

Gas and Railway powerplant along the Milwaukee River and converted the premises to a theater complex 

comprised of three performance venues. After years of study and preparation, the Milwaukee Rep is currently 

undertaking a significant remodeling necessary to attract and significantly enhance access and accommodation, 

engage the community and new audiences, and to advance their educational programing. Some exterior changes 

fall within the 50’ Riverwalk SPROZ, and those items are the subject of this exhibit and the City Plan 

Commission’s review. The exterior changes within the Riverwalk SPROZ include a new access door on the south 

façade, adjacent to the Riverwalk, and a new rooftop mechanical penthouse. There are also modifications 

proposed to the existing curb cut along Wells Street, within the overlay zone.  

 

The historic powerhouse was constructed of steel and concrete and has some very robust and unforgiving areas 

with respect to remodeling challenges. Nonetheless, the iconic architecture and commitment to downtown 

Milwaukee compelled the REP to invest in updating the complex in numerous ways.  

 

A reimagined glassy Wells Street theater entrance, with new grand stair and oversized elevator, provides – for the 

first time – a public lobby connecting all three performance venues.  

 

The flagship mainstage theater is undergoing a significant transformation to enhance patron experience, expand 

accessibility, and to allow the Milwaukee Rep the unique ability to configure the stage in either a thrust or 

proscenium setting (thereby expanding the capacity to offer a variety of productions – including pre-Broadway and 

co-productions). A new fly space is being created by removing a complete floor of Dressing Rooms. Many back-

of-house theatrical support functions will be moved off site to provide space necessary to reposition Dressing 

Rooms to be located directly adjacent to the mainstage theater – creating a completely accessible theater for the 

first time.  

 

Furthermore, the Milwaukee Rep will create a new state of the art multi-purpose space and workshops for their 

Education and Engagement Center – allowing the company to expand public outreach and accommodation. This 

new Education and Engagement Center space, adjacent to the Milwaukee River, will be provided with direct 

handicap access to the riverwalk. The Milwaukee Rep intends to create a pleasant patio environment for staff and 

visitors – offering an opportunity for events to spill out onto the riverwalk (providing much needed activation in this 

block of the Milwaukee River). The entrance and adjacent seat wall are approximately 18’ – 6” from the river’s 

edge and will not encroach into the minimum 8’ wide clear walkway along the river. 

 

Nearly 50% of the project scope is dedicated to substantial mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems 

replacement and upgrades.  A new rooftop mechanical penthouse is necessary to support today’s significant air 
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handling equipment (straddling the riverwalk overlay zone). The penthouse will be set back approximately 23 feet 

from the south edge of the building, and 16 feet from the west face, and will be 14’-4” feet tall, screened with a 

façade of horizontal prefinished corrugated metal with a continuous array of louvers on the west façade. The 

louvers are articulated by an A-B mullion pattern - complimenting the rhythms of the historic façade and the new 

Wells Street entrance.  

 

This project is also being designed to comply with the National Park Service historic preservation guidelines. A 

Part II submittal for historic tax credits has been approved – including the new mechanical penthouse and 

accessible entrance. (Wisconsin State Historic Preservation Officer approval letter is included with this SPROZ 

submittal). 
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